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J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

The accused, aged about 20 years, allegedly abducted the 

victim woman, who is also of similar age. She had acquaintance with the 

accused from before and both were on talking terms. There is no cogent 

and convincing evidence in support of the prosecution case.

PROSECUTION CASE : 

2. One Sri Rajen Sahu, son of Late Kandu Sahu, a resident of 

village Natun Sirajuli, under Dhekiajuli PS, lodged an ejahar, on 22-01-

2010, before the in-Charge of Singri Police Out Post,  alleging that, on 

21-01-2010, at about 1-30 p.m., his minor daughter Smt. Sabitri Sahu, 

aged about 12 years, was enticed away by the accused Sri Sanjeet Gore,  

who came to their village, on 20-01-2010. It was stated that the accused 

and his daughter, could not be located despite search. 

INVESTIGATION : 

3. Based on the above FIR, Singri Out Post, GD Entry No. 

359, dated 22-01-2010, was made and on being forwarded, registered as 

Dhekiajuli PS Case No.25/2010, dated 22-01-2010 u/s 366 A of IPC. SI 

Dharanidhar Deka, the Officer in-Charge of Dhekiajuli PS, entrusted SI 

Manik Rajbongshi, the in-charge of Singri Out Post, to investigate into 

the case. 

4.  In course of investigation, SI Manik Rajbongshi visited the 

place of occurrence and examined witnesses. Thereafter, on 23-02-2010, 

at about 4-30 p.m., the IO, recovered the kidnapped girl Smt. Sabitri 

Sahu from the house of the accused Sri Sanjeet Gore, situated at Sikari 

Basti,  Sirajuli  and then forwarded the victim girl  to Kanaklata  Civil 

Hospital, Tezpur for medical examination and produced her before the 

Judicial Magistrate for recording her statement u/s 164 CrPC. Then, 

the  IO  arrested  the  accused  on  15-03-2010,  and  on  completion  of 

investigation laid a charge sheet against the accused. 
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TRIAL : 

5. Since the offence u/s 366 A of IPC is exclusively triable by 

the  Court  of  Sessions,  Smt.  M.  De,  learned  Sub-Divisional  Judicial 

Magistrate,  (Sadar),  Tezpur,  vide order,  dated  21–05–2010,  passed,  in 

GR Case No.120/2010, committed the case to this Court of Sessions, 

after  observing  necessary  formalities  u/s  209 CrPC.  Hence,  the  trial 

commenced in the Sessions Court at Tezpur.  

6. On consideration of the materials, on record, and hearing 

the learned counsel for both the sides, the learned Additional Sessions 

Judge, Sonitpur, Tezpur, framed a formal charge u/s 366 of IPC against 

the accused, vide order, dated 18-06-2010. The particulars of the charge, 

were read over and explained to the accused, to which he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried.  By order,  dated 02-07-2010,  the then 

Sessions Judge, Sonitpur, had withdrawn the case to his file for trial, as 

the Addl. Sessions Judge, Sonitpur was transferred. 

7. In  order  to  prove  the  charge,  aforementioned,  the 

prosecution  has  examined  as  many  as  eight  witnesses,  including  the 

doctor and the IO, while the defence cross-examined them.

 

8. On closing the case of the prosecution, the statement of the 

accused  was  recorded  u/s  313  CrPC,  on  03-10-2012.  The  accused 

pleaded innocence and declined to examine witnesses in defence. 

9. I have heard the argument advanced by Sri D. C. Borah, 

learned Public Prosecutor and Sri Bipin Kataky, learned defence counsel. 

I  have gone through the entire evidence proffered by the prosecution 

and the statement of the accused, recorded u/s 313 CrPC.  

POINT FOR DETERMINATION : 

10.  Whether the accused, on 21-01-2010, at about 1-30 

p.m., at Natun Sirajuli, under Dhekiajuli PS, kidnapped away Smt. 

Sabitri Sahu, the daughter of the informant Sri Rajen Sahu, with 
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intent that she might be compelled to marry him against her will 

or that she might be forced or seduced to illicit intercourse ? 

THE DECISION AND THE REASONS THEREOF

11. To bring home an  offence  u/s  366 IPC,  the  prosecution 

must prove (a) that the accused kidnapped as understood in Sections 

360 or 361 IPC or abducted the victim as understood in Section 362 

IPC ; (b) that the victim of the aforesaid kidnapping or abduction was a 

female ; (c) that the accused during the kidnapping or abduction had 

intention  or  knew it  likely  that  (i)  such  woman might  or  would  be 

forced to marry a person against her will or (ii) that she might or would 

be forced or seduced to illicit intercourse, or (iii) by means of criminal 

intimidation or otherwise by inducing a woman to go from any place 

with  intent  that  she  may  be  or  knowing that  she  will  be  forced  or 

seduced to illicit intercourse. The question of proof of age of the victim 

assumes great importance. 

12. Now, in the context of the above requirements of the facts 

to be proved, let us look at the evidence, on record. 

EVIDENCE :

13. PW-2 Sri Rajen Sahu is the father of the victim girl. His 

version is  that  while  his  daughter Miss  Sabitri  Sahu,  aged about 13 

years  and  a  student  of  class  VII,  was  returning  home  celebrating 

‘Saraswati  Puja’,  in 2010, the accused enticed her away, on a bicycle, 

forcibly.  He saw the incident,  while  he  was  raising a  fencing in the 

house of Deben Sarma, on the road side. He thought that she was taken 

to his  house,  but when she was seen being taken away crossing his 

house, he followed them, but could not be located. Two more boys were 

riding bicycles along with them. Thereafter, he immediately filed a case, 

vide ejahar, Ext.1, at Singri police Out Post. After about a month, the 

police recovered his daughter from the house of the accused. The police 

caused  her  medical  examination.  At  present,  his  said  daughter  is 

residing at his house. 
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14. In cross-examination,  he  has,  inter-alia,  deposed that  the 

occurrence was seen at about 1-30 p.m. His house is situated about half 

a mile away from the house of Deben Sarma. He did not state the facts 

before the police which he has stated before the Court. 

15. PW-3 Smt. Sabitri Sahu is the victim girl. Her evidence is 

that at the time of the occurrence, she was reading in class VI. She had 

acquaintance with the accused. On the day of ‘Saraswati Puja’, she was 

picked  up,  on  a  bicycle,  with  intent  to  visit  her  aunty’s  house  at 

Dhekiajuli, but turned in a different direction in the middle of the way, 

to which she raised objection. The accused left after dropping her at the 

house of a person. Later on, her father accompanied by police recovered 

her. Police sent her for medical examination. She gave a statement, vide 

Ext.3, in the Court. At present, she has been residing with her father. In 

cross-examination, she has, inter-alia, deposed that she was picked up 

on a bicycle at about 12-30 p.m. from her house. At that time, her sister 

and mother were at home and they saw her being taken away by the 

accused. She denied the defence suggestion that she got promotion from 

class VII to class VIII. She stated before the police that in the evening 

of the day of ‘Saraswati Puja’, she was restrained in the middle of the 

road and that the other two boys put her in fear, but the accused did not 

react. She was kept in the house of a girl, namely, Juli. 

16. PW-4 Sri Suren Baishnab is the grand-father of the victim. 

According  to  him,  the  occurrence  took  place  on  the  day  of  last 

‘Saraswati Puja’. On that day, Sabitri Sahu, who is his grand child, went 

to Sirajuli School to celebrate ‘Saraswati Puja’, but did not return. He 

learnt from police that after vigorous search, his son-in-law Raju Sahu 

found the accused. In cross-examination, he has deposed that he did not 

see the occurrence and does not know the accused.  He did not state 

before  the  police  that  the  girl  was  recovered  from the  house  of  the 

accused. 

17. PW-5 Smt. Rangabati Sahu is the mother of the victim girl. 

Her evidence is that Sabitri is her youngest daughter and at the time of 

the occurrence, she was reading in class IX. On the day of ‘Saraswati 
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Puja’, Sabitri went to school to celebrate ‘Saraswati Puja’ and she and 

her husband went out for work place. When she returned home, she did 

not find her daughter and as such, though searched, could not locate 

her. At about 1 p.m., her daughter was recovered from the house of the 

accused. At the relevant time of the occurrence, her daughter was aged 

about 13½ years and was reading in class IX. In cross-examination, she 

has, inter-alia, deposed that she did not state before the police that at 

about 1 p.m., her daughter was found in the house of the accused. She 

denied the defence suggestion that she stated falsely before the police 

that after about one month, her daughter was recovered from the house 

of the accused. 

18. PW-6 Sri  Dulal  Baishnab has  deposed that  the  father  of 

Sabitri Sahu reported him that while his said daughter was going to 

celebrate  ‘Saraswati  Puja’,  three  boys  forcibly  took  her  away,  on  a 

bicycle. Hearing about the occurrence, they searched to locate the girl, 

in  vain.  He  accompanied  the  father  of  the  victim  girl  to  the  police 

station, where an ejahar was lodged. Later on, the police recovered the 

girl,  at about 1 p.m.,  from the house of  the accused.  The victim girl 

disclosed that she was taken to different places and forcibly committed 

sexual  intercourse  on  her.  In  cross-examination,  he  has,  inter-alia, 

deposed that he did not see the girl being enticed away. He denied the 

defence suggestion that Sabitri did not disclose that she was taken away 

by putting her in fear. He further denied the defence suggestion that 

Sabitri did not state that the accused kept her forcibly as his wife. He 

addresses Rajen Sahu as ‘Bhindow’ ( brother-in-law). 

19. PW-7 Smt. Rupali Sahu is the sister of the victim girl. Her 

evidence is that Sabitri went to celebrate ‘Saraswati Puja’, but did not 

return home. Their father searched to locate Sabitri, but did not find 

and as such, filed a case. After about one month, she was recovered from 

a house of a boy. After returning home, Sabitri, on enquiry, told that the 

accused concealed her. In cross-examination, she has, inter-alia, deposed 

that she did not witness the occurrence. 
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20. PW-8 SI Sri Manik Rajbongshi is the Investigating Officer. 

His evidence is that on 22-01-2010, at about 8-20 a.m., while he was 

working as in-charge of Singri Police Out Post, he received an ejahar 

from Rajen Sahu and thereupon, made entry in the General Diary, vide 

GD  Entry  No.  359,  dated  22-01-2010,  and  then,  forwarded  to 

Dhekiajuli PS for registering a case. After receipt of the FIR, Ext.1, he 

took  up  the  investigation  himself  into  the  case  and  thereafter,  the 

Officer-in-charge of the said PS, entrusted him with the responsibility 

to investigate into the case. In course of investigation, he visited the 

place  of  occurrence  and  examined  the  witnesses.  On  23-02-2010,  at 

about 4-30 p.m., he recovered Smt. Sabitri Sahu, the victim girl, from 

the house of the accused, situated at Sikari Basti, Sirajuli. He sent the 

victim girl to Kanaklata Civil Hospital, Tezpur for medical examination 

and  produced  her  before  a  Judicial  Magistrate  for  recording  her 

statement u/s 164 CrPC. On 15-03-2010, he arrested the accused and 

on  completion  of  investigation,  submitted  the  charge-sheet,  Ext.4, 

against  the accused.  In cross-examination,  he has,  inter-alia,  deposed 

that he did not forward the extract copy of the GD Entry along with 

the charge-sheet. PW-2 Sri Rajen Sahu did not state before him that he 

saw the accused picking up Sabitri, on a bicycle, and carrying away and 

that at that time, he was raising a fencing in the house of Deben Sarma, 

on the road side. He denied the defence suggestion that he investigated 

the case perfunctorily and did not investigate into the case, observing 

the procedures required by law. 

21. PW-1 Dr. Jahanara Begum. Her evidence is that on 24-02-

2010, at about 12 p.m., she examined Smt. Sabitri Sahu (PW-3), aged 

about 13 years, in connection with Dhekaijuli PS Case No. 25/ 2010, 

and found as follows : 

General Examination :

Height  - 4 feet

Weight - 40 Kgs

Teeth  - 14/14 Nos

On general  examination,  there  is  no  mark  of  injury  or  

 violence  seen  on  her  body  or  private  parts.  Hymen  is  

 absent. 
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Secondary sexual characters are well developed. 

Vaginal  smear  report  has  not  been  received.  Urine  for  

 pregnancy test report also has not been received.

X-ray report – Age appears to be around 18 years. 

Inference : 

The age of the girl was around 18 years and there were no 

 positive findings of sexual intercourse. 

 She has recognized Ext.1, the medical report. She has also 

recognized  Ext.2,  the  X-ray  report.   In  cross-examination,  she  has 

stated that the age of the victim may vary by two years on either side. 

ANALYSIS OF EVIDENCE :

Age of the victim :

22. The evidence of  PW-2 Sri  Rajen  Sahu,  the  father  of  the 

victim (PW-3), shows that at the relevant time of the occurrence, she 

(victim) was aged about 13 years and was reading in class VII.  The 

defence appears to have not cross-examined the witness, on this aspect. 

PW-5  Smt.  Rangabati  Sahu  is  the  mother  of  victim  (PW-3)  and 

according to her, PW-3 Sabitri Sahu was aged about 13 ½ years and 

was reading in class IX on the day of the occurrence. From the evidence 

of  PW-3,  the  victim,  it  appears  that  at  the  relevant  time  of  the 

occurrence, she was reading in class VII and neither the prosecution 

nor the defence has elicited any fact relating to her age. The grand-

father of PW-3 (victim), PW-4 Sri Suren Baishnab has deposed that she 

was aged about 12 years at the time of the occurrence. The evidence of 

PWs 2 (father),  3 (victim), 4( grand-father) and 5 (mother),  who are 

belong to the same family, has been contradicted by PW-1 Dr. Jahanara 

Begum, the doctor, who, on examination of the victim (PW-3) and the 

Radiological Report – Ext.2,  has formed the opinion that “ the age of 

the girl was around 18 years.”, which may also vary by two years on 

either  side,  vide  Medical  Report  –  Ext.1.  The  prosecution  has  not 

produced and exhibited birth certificate or certified copy of the school 
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Admission Register, being a student of school, to prove her age, beyond 

doubt, that at the relevant time of the occurrence, the victim (PW-3) 

was below eighteen years of age. From the oral evidence of the PWs, 

aforementioned,  the  date  of  birth  of  the  victim  (PW-3)  is  also  not 

deducible.  Therefore,  the  oral  evidence  of  the  PWs,  aforementioned, 

being doubtful,  I am of the considered opinion that the Radiologist’s 

opinion, Ext.2, that the victim (PW-3) was around 18 years of age with 

marginal error of two years on either side, is to be accepted and the 

benefit of the contradiction, aforementioned, would go to the accused. 

Accordingly, it is held that on the date of the alleged occurrence, the 

age of the PW-3 (the victim) was 18 years or above,  on the date of 

occurrence, that is, on 21-01-2010. 

Whether abducted : 

23. The  FIR,  dated  22-01-2010,  lodged by  PW-2 Sri  Rajen 
Sahu,  it  reveals  that on 21-01-2010,  at  about 1-30 p.m.,  the accused 
enticed his daughter Smt. Sabitri Sahu (PW-3) and she could not be 
located despite vigorous search. From the evidence of PW-2, the father, 
it appears that at the time of abduction of Sabitri (PW-3), while she was 
returning home after attending Saraswati Puja, he, who was raising a 
fencing  on  the  boundary  of  one  Sri  Deben  Sarma,  saw  the  accused 
forcibly taking her away on his bicycle. According to him (PW-2), at 
first it was thought that his daughter Sabitri (PW-3) was taken to his 
house, but when this house was crossed away, he followed them riding 
a bicycle in vain and thereafter, without delay, lodged the ejahar, Ext.1, 
at Singri Out Post. It could not be ascertained as to how he saw the 
accused taking away Sabitri crossing his house when the house of Sri 
Deben Sarmah, where he was allegedly working at the relevant time, 
was situated about ½ ( half) mile away. His (PW-2) aforesaid evidence 
appears to be not consistent with the contentions made in the ejahar, 
Ext.1, where it was not mentioned that the accused applied force on 
Sabitri (PW-3) and that he lodged the ejahar, Ext.1, immediately after 
the occurrence. Because the ejahar shows that the accused enticed away 
Sabitri (PW-3) and that the same was lodged on the following day of 
the occurrence. 

24. Turning to the evidence of  PW-3 Smt.  Sabitri  Sahu,  the 
victim girl, it appears that she has contradicted the evidence of PW-2, 
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the informant and her father, deposing that the accused, with whom she 
had acquaintance from before, took her on his bicycle, from her house, 
when her mother (PW-5) and sister (PW-7) were at home and both of 
them saw her and the accused going away, on a bicycle, to roam around 
on the Saraswati puja day. PW-5 Smt. Rangabati Sahu, the mother and 
PW-7  Smt.  Rupali  Sahu,  the  sister,  have  stated  that  they  did  not 
witness the incident of abduction of PW-3, as at the relevant time of the 
alleged occurrence, PW-5 was out of home being away at her work-
place,  while  PW-7  has  specifically  stated  to  have  not  seen  the 
occurrence.  On  the  other  hand,  the  evidence  of  PW-4  Sri  Suren 
Baishnab,  the  grand  father  and  PW-6  Sri  Dulal  Baishnab,  an 
independent reported witness, shows that both of them did not witness 
the occurrence of abduction of Sabitri (PW-3). PW-2 Sri Rajen Sahu, 
the father, though claimed to have seen the accused’s act of abduction of 
PW-3, Sabitri and that he followed them, on a bicycle, the evidence of 
PW-8  SI  Manik  Rajbongshi,  the  IO,  has  contradicted  this  piece  of 
material evidence stating that he did not state this fact in his statement 
made before him. Hence, in the considered opinion of this Court this 
piece of evidence of PW-2 cannot be relied on. The totality of evidence 
adduced by the prosecution does show that it is unsafe to place reliance 
on the statement of the victim woman, vide Ext. 3, recorded u/s 16 4 
CrPC, beyond any pale of doubt. 

25. With  regard  to  the  recovery  of  PW-3  Sabitri  from  the 
house of the accused, it appears that apart from the evidence of PWs 
(  except  PW-3)  and  PW-8,  the  IO,  has  corroborated  this  fact,  but 
contradicted by PW-3 Sabitri, the victim, stating that the accused left 
her at a house, belonging to one Juli, in the middle of the journey, from 
where the police recovered her. The prosecution has not examined Juli 
whose examination was necessary to ascertain the place from where 
PW-3 was recovered as the remaining PWs have stated that she was 
recovered from the house of the accused. 

26. Situated thus, this Court is of the considered opinion that 
there is no cogent and convincing evidence to hold that the accused, 
who at the relevant time of the occurrence was aged about 20 years,  
enticed or forcibly took away the victim major woman from the house 
of  the  accused  with  whom she had acquaintance,  beyond reasonable 
doubt. 
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C O N C L  U  S  I  O  N 

27. For the above stated reasons, this Court is of the considered 
opinion that the prosecution has miserably failed to prove the charge 
u/s 366 of IPC against the accused, beyond all reasonable doubt.  

28. Accordingly, the accused Sri Sanjeet Gour is acquitted of 
the charge u/s 366  of  IPC and set at liberty forthwith. 

  Given under my hand and seal of this Court, on this the 
13th day of August, 2013.
 

Accordingly, the case is disposed of.

            ( A. BORTHAKUR )  
            SESSIONS JUDGE,

                                   SONITPUR :: TEZPUR

Dictated and corrected by me :

(A. BORTHAKUR)  
SESSIONS JUDGE,
SONITPUR :: TEZPUR

Typed by me, 
on dictation :

(J.K. Muru, Steno )
* * * * * * *
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SESSIONS    CASE NO.107 OF 2010  

ANNEXURE

LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESSES

PW–1 : Dr. Jahanara Begum, MO
PW–2 : Sri Rajen Sahu, Informant
PW–3 : Smt. Sabitri Sahu, victim
PW–4 : Sri Suren Baishnab
PW–5 : Smt. Rangabati Sahu
PW–6 : Sri Dulal Baishnab
PW–7 : Smt. Rupali Sahu
PW–8 : Sri Manik Rajbonshi, IO

LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESSES

N  I  L

LIST OF DOCUMENTS EXHIBITED  BY PROSECUTION

Exhibit –1 : FIR 
Exhibit –1 : Medical Report 
Exhibit –2 : X-ray Report
Exhibit –3 : statement u/s 164 CrPC 
Exhibit –4 : Charge Sheet

 
MATERIAL EXHIBIT

N  I  L

DEFENCE EXHIBIT

N  I  L

           (A. BORTHAKUR)  
            SESSIONS JUDGE,

                              SONITPUR :: TEZPUR
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